Tuesday 18th January 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls** VV G S

**Flammkuchen** V G D SD

~~O~~

**Sticky hoisin and sherry pork belly,**
**wilted pak choi** G SO SD

**A - Roasted garlic and pinto bean koftas,**
**griddled flatbread, mint dressing, pickled**
**chillis** VV G SD M

**Croquettes** VV G

**Sautéed cabbage, black pepper** VV

**Green beans** VV

~~O~~

**Baked lemon cheesecake** VDGE

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 19th January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VG S

Caesar salad VG DEM

Cajun chicken, potato and egg salad ESDM

Cajun chicken, potato and egg salad ESDM

A - Chickpea and spinach massaman curry, poppadum VG

Sticky rice VV

Roasted broccoli, chilli VV

Manchester tart VDG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 20th January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls  VVG S

Mushroom pate  VGD

Turkey goulash, yogurt biscuit  D G

A - Jollof rice, fried plantain, cucumber and lime salad  VV

Glazed carrots  VV

Parmentier potatoes  VVG SD

Belgium waffle

Hot chocolate sauce, whipped cream  VDG SOE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 21st January 2022  
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls**  **VV G S**

**Sticky buffalo chicken wings, chive sour cream**  
*DS DSD SO*

A - **Sticky buffalo cauliflower, chive sour cream**  
*VGDSDSD ~O~~*

**Slow-cooked pulled pork, apple compote, braised red cabbage**  
*SD*

A - **Creamy leek and mushroom pie, chive and spring onion shortcrust pastry crust**  
*VV GSO SD*

**Sautéed new potatoes**  
*VV*

**Sugar snap peas**  
*VV ~O~~*

**Lemon mousse**  

**Vanilla shortbread**  
*VEDG ~O~~*

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 22\textsuperscript{nd} January 2022

Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VV G S}

Tortillas, sour cream, guacamole, salsa, cheese
\textit{VD} \\
\textit{~~O~~}

\textbf{PFC}
Peterhouse fried chicken, house slaw \textit{DG M E SD}

A - Moving mountains burger, vegan cheddar, aioli, smoked ketchup, lettuce \textit{VV GM SD SO}

\textbf{Chips} \textit{VV G}

\textbf{Spiced peas} \textit{VV}
\textit{~~O~~}

\textbf{Profiteroles with toffee and chocolate sauce} \textit{VD G SO E}
\textit{~~O~~}

\textbf{Coffee}

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 23rd January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV G S

Pea and basil soup VV SD

Roast lamb, Mint sauce SD

A - Brown lentil, squash and spinach gnocchi, roasted tomato sauce VV G

Roast potatoes VV SD

Fine beans and broccoli VV

Yorkshire pudding VGDE

Steamed chocolate and orange sponge, chocolate custard VEGDSO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 24th January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Tomato and mozzarella salad VD

Chicken and sweetcorn pie, gravy DGESD

A - Vegetable Kiev, beetroot and mint salad VDGSD

Sautéed cabbage VV

French fries VVG

Ice cream

Hot fudge sauce VDSO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 25th January 2022
Burns Night Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* **VV GS**

*Scotch broth* **VV**

~**O~**

*Haggis* **G**

*A - Haggis** **VVG**

*Mashed potatoes* **VVG SD**

*Bashed neeps* **VV**

~**O~**

*Raspberry cranachan* **VDG**

~**O~**

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 26th January 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls*  **VV GS**

*Prawn cocktail*  **PE MS D**

*A - Salad Nicoise*  **VE SD**

~~O~~

*Griddled pork steak, chorizo, tomato and olive sauce*

*A - Seitan steak, watercress, garlic and parsley dressing*  **VG SO**

*Roasted aubergines and onions*  **VV**

*Rosemary and garlic wedges*  **VV**

~~O~~

*Chocolate mousse*  **VD SO**

~~O~~

*Coffee*

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Thursday 27th January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Leek and potato soup
Garlic croutons VGD

Lemon and garlic stuffed breast of turkey, cranberry and orange sauce

A - Three lentil, caramelised onion and hazelnut sausage roll, beer mustard VVGMNSD

Roasted squash VV
Smoked paprika potatoes VVGSD

Trifle VDG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 28th January 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls*  *VV G S*

*Sweetcorn cakes, guacamole, sweet chilli sauce*  *VV ~O~*

*Beef lasagne, garlic bread*  *G D M*

*A - No ‘fish’ cake, parsley and lemon sauce*  *VV SD G SO ~O~*

*Croquette potatoes*  *VV G*

*Spinach*  *VV ~O~*

*White chocolate éclair*  *VD G SO E ~O~*

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 30th January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV GS

Smoked mackerel pate, crisp bread D G FS O

A - Olive pate, crisp bread VV G SO

~~O~~

Roast lemon and rosemary chicken, onion, sage and apricot stuffing, chicken gravy G SD

A - Smokey BBQ, roasted vegetable and chickpea loaf, Cumberland sauce VV SD

Roast potatoes VV SD

Selection of steamed seasonal vegetables VV G

Yorkshire pudding VV G DE

~~O~~

Apple pie and custard VV G DE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Monday 31st January 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Hummus, cumin roasted carrot, roasted chickpeas, sesame oil, salad VVS

~~O~~

Baked chicken breast, leek, tarragon, cream white wine sauce DSD

A - Three lentil dhal makhani, naan, coconut and cabbage salad VVG SO CD

Sweetcorn with peppers VV

Braised rice VV

~~O~~

Lemon meringue pie VDG E

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 1st February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S
Minestrone soup VVG

Chicken fajitas, smokey salsa, guacamole, shred lettuce, cheddar cheese DGSD

A - Aubergine schnitzel, lemon and caraway mayo, carrot salad VVGM SO
Fine beans with lemon and olive dressing VV
Parmentier potatoes VVG SD

Chocolate fudge gateau VDGSOE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 2\textsuperscript{nd} February 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VV GS

*Salmon pate* DF

*A - Smoked aubergine pate* VD

\textemdash O \textemdash

Maple, orange and rosemary glazed turkey steak, radicchio and orange salad M

A - Tomato, basil and cashew cheese galette, roquette and parsley dressing VV GN SD

*Roast potatoes* VVSD

*Creamed spinach* VD

\textemdash O \textemdash

*Vanilla and strawberry whoopie pie* VDGE

\textemdash O \textemdash

*Coffee*

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 3rd February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS
Spinach filo pie VDG

~~O~~

Lamb, feta and tomato meatballs, spiced carrot salad, tomato sauce GDSDM

A – Moussaka VVGSDSO
Roasted aubergines with oregano VV
Couscous VVG

~~O~~

Ice-cream sundae VDSOGE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 4th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vvgs

Chickpea and olive fritter, shredded carrot salad, green salsa vvsd

Pan-fried pork steak, cider sauce dsd

A - Pizza primavera
Ricotta, spinach, sweet red peppers, sun blushed tomatoes, mozzarella, pesto vdg

Broccoli with garlic vv

Croquette potatoes vvg

Sticky toffee pudding, vanilla ice-cream vdge

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 5th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls  vv g s

Smoked baba ganoush
Griddled flatbread, pickled vegetables  vv sd g

~~O~~

Turkey parmigiana, marinara sauce  dg e

A - Swedish style ‘meat’balls, creamy cranberry
sauce  vv so

French fries  vv g
Fine beans with olives, tomatoes and basil  vv

~~O~~

Warm chocolate brownie  vdg eso

Whipped cream  vd

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 6th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGs

Leek and potato soup VSD D

Roast beef, horseradish sauce, gravy SDME

A - Roast squash, lentil and spinach wellington, vegetable gravy VVG

Broccoli and cauliflower VV

Roast potatoes VVS D

Yorkshire pudding VGED

Rhubarb crumble, custard VGD

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 7th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salad Nicoise VE SD

A - Salad Nicoise VV SD

Beef burger, garlic and tarragon cream cheese, toasted sesame bun, salad DGS

A - Portobello mushroom burger, garlic and tarragon cream cheese, toasted sesame bun, salad VDG S

Spiced roasted cauliflower VV

Sauté potatoes VVG SD

Pineapple upside-down cake, custard VDG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 8th February 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VVG S

*Salad caprese* VD
~~O~~

Turkey, white wine and cream sauce, gnocchi, fresh spinach GDSD

A - Spaghetti pomodoro, torn basil, gremolata VVG

*Fine beans* VV

*Broccoli* VV
~~O~~

*Custard tart* VDGE
~~O~~

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 10th February 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* \(VVG S\)

*Garlic mushrooms* \(V G D\)

~~O~~

*Venison, root vegetable and redcurrant jelly casserole, chive dumplings* \(G SD\)

*A - Squash, lentil and vegan mozzarella strudel, vegetable gravy* \(VVG\)

*Mashed potatoes* \(VVSD\)

*Cauliflower cheese* \(VDMG\)

~~O~~

*Steamed orange sponge, custard* \(VDGE\)

~~O~~

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 11th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Baked camembert, crudités VD

Beef lasagne, garlic bread GDM

A - Plant based burger
Cheese, aioli, smokey ketchup, baby gem VVSMG

Lattice fries VV G

Carrots with chives VV

Affogato VD SO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 13th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Spiced squash soup VSD D

~~O~~

Roast chicken, stuffing, chicken gravy G

A - Almond, pistachio, vegetable and puy lentil cake, cranberry gravy VVN

Roast potatoes VVS D

Peas, beans, cabbage VV

Yorkshire pudding VGDE

~~O~~

Apple crumble, custard VGD

~~O~~

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens

Monday 14th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VV G S

Sweet chilli squash fritters, Sichuan dipping sauce, cabbage and sesame salad VV SO S

Beef, winter vegetable and Guinness pie, chived mashed potatoes G SD E

A - Wild mushroom risotto VD

Roasted aubergines, peppers and courgettes VV

Black Forest gâteau VD GE SO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 15th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Flammkuchen VGDSD

Sticky hoisin and sherry pork belly, wilted pak choi GSO SD

A - Roasted garlic and pinto bean koftas, griddled flatbread, mint dressing, pickled chillis VVGSMD

Croquettes VVG

Sautéed cabbage, black pepper VV

Green beans VV

Baked lemon cheesecake VDGE

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 16th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Caesar salad VGDEM

~~O~~

Cajun chicken, potato and egg salad ESDM

A - Chickpea and spinach massaman curry, poppadum VVG

Sticky rice VV

Roasted broccoli, chilli VV

~~O~~

Manchester tart VDGE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 17th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Mushroom pate VGD

Turkey goulash, yogurt biscuit DG

A - Jollof rice, fried plantain, cucumber and lime salad VV

Glazed carrots VV

Parmentier potatoes VVG SD

Belgium waffle

Hot chocolate sauce, whipped cream VDG SOE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 18th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vv gs

Sticky buffalo chicken wings, chive sour cream
D SD SO

A - Sticky buffalo cauliflower, chive sour cream
VG D SD SD
~~O~~

Slow-cooked pulled pork, apple compote, braised red cabbage SD

A - Creamy leek and mushroom pie, chive and spring onion shortcrust pastry crust VV G SO SD

Sautéed new potatoes vv

Sugar snap peas vv
~~O~~

Lemon mousse

Vanilla shortbread VDEG
~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 19th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vv gs

Tortillas, sour cream, guacamole, salsa, cheese vd

PFC
Peterhouse fried chicken, house slaw dgmesd

A - Moving mountains burger, vegan cheddar, aioli, smoked ketchup, lettuce vvgmss

Chips vv g

Spiced peas vv

Profiteroles with toffee and chocolate sauce vdgsoe

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 20th February 2022
Formal Hall

**Warm rolls** V V G S

**Pea and basil soup** V V S D

~~O~~

**Roast lamb, mint sauce** S D

A - **Brown lentil, squash and spinach gnocchi, roasted tomato sauce** V V G

**Roast potatoes** V V S D

**Fine beans and broccoli** V V

**Yorkshire pudding** V G D E

~~O~~

**Steamed chocolate and orange sponge, chocolate custard** V E G D S O

~~O~~

**Coffee**


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Monday 21st February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Tomato and mozzarella salad VD

Chicken and sweetcorn pie, gravy DGESD

A - Vegetable Kiev, beetroot and mint salad VDGSD

Sautéed cabbage VV

French fries VVG

Ice cream

Hot fudge sauce VDSO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Tuesday 22\textsuperscript{nd} February 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VV GS}

\textit{Margarita pizza, salad} \textit{VGD}

\textit{Jerk battered fish, black bean stew} \textit{GF}

\textit{A - Triple Mac & Cheese} \textit{V DG M}

\textit{Sauté potatoes} \textit{VVGSD}

\textit{Carrots and sweetcorn} \textit{VV}

\textit{Crème caramel} \textit{VDE}

\textit{Coffee}


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 23rd February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Prawn cocktail PEM SD

A - Salad Nicoise VESD

Griddled pork steak, chorizo, tomato and olive sauce

A - Seitan steak, watercress, garlic and parsley dressing VVG SO

Roasted aubergines and onions VV
Rosemary and garlic wedges VV

Chocolate marquise VDSO

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 24th February 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VVG S

Leek and potato soup
Garlic croutons VGD

*Lemon and garlic stuffed breast of turkey, cranberry and orange sauce*

A - Three lentil, caramelised onion and hazelnut sausage roll, beer mustard VVMN SDS

*Roasted squash* VV

*Smoked paprika potatoes* VVG SD

*Trifle* VDG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens.
Sunday 27th February 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* VVG S

Smoked mackerel pate, crisp bread DGF SO

A - Olive pate, crisp bread VVG SO

~~O~~

Roast lemon and rosemary chicken, onion, sage and apricot stuffing, chicken gravy GSD

A - Tomato and rosemary tart tatin, basil dressing, roasted chickpeas VVG SD

Roast potatoes VVS D

Selection of steamed seasonal vegetables VVG

Yorkshire pudding VGD E

~~O~~

Apple pie and custard VGD E

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 28th February 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vV gS
Hummus, cumin roasted carrot, roasted chickpeas, sesame oil, salad vV s

Baked chicken breast, leek, tarragon, cream white wine sauce d sD
A - Three lentil dhal makhani, naan, coconut and cabbage salad vV g s o c d
Sweetcorn with peppers vV
Braised rice vV

Lemon meringue pie vD g e

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD - Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 1\textsuperscript{st} March 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \text{VV GS}

Minestrone soup \text{VV G}

\textit{~~O~~}

Chicken fajitas, smokey salsa, guacamole, shred lettuce, cheddar cheese \text{DG SD}

A - Aubergine schnitzel, lemon and caraway mayo, carrot salad \text{VV G MSO}

Fine beans with lemon and olive dressing \text{VV}

Parmentier potatoes \text{VV G SD}

\textit{~~O~~}

Chocolate fudge gateau \text{VD G SOE}

\textit{~~O~~}

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 2nd March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salmon pate DF

A - Smoked aubergine pate VD

Maple, orange and rosemary glazed turkey steak, radicchio and orange salad M

A - Tomato, basil and cashew cheese galette, roquette and parsley dressing VVGNSD

Roast potatoes VVSD

Creamed spinach VD

Vanilla and strawberry whoopie pie VDG E

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 4th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vvg s

Chickpea and olive fritter, shredded carrot salad, green salsa vvsd

Pan-fried pork steak, cider sauce dsd

A - Pizza primavera
Ricotta, spinach, sweet red peppers, sun blushed tomatoes, mozzarella, pesto vdg

Broccoli with garlic vv

Croquette potatoes vvg

Sticky toffee pudding, vanilla ice-cream vdge

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 6\textsuperscript{th} March 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} VV G S
Leek and potato soup V SD D
\texttt{~~O~~}
Roast beef, horseradish sauce, gravy SD M E
A - Roast squash, lentil and spinach wellington, vegetable gravy VV G
Broccoli and cauliflower VV
Roast potatoes VV SD
Yorkshire pudding V G D E
\texttt{~~O~~}
Rhubarb crumble, custard V G D
\texttt{~~O~~}
Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 7\textsuperscript{th} March 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls* \textit{VV GS}

*Salad Nicoise* \textit{VE SD}

\textbf{A - Salad Nicoise} \textit{VV SD}

\textit{~~O~~}

\textbf{Beef burger, garlic and tarragon cream cheese, toasted sesame bun, salad} \textit{DG S}

\textbf{A - Portobello mushroom burger, garlic and tarragon cream cheese, toasted sesame bun, salad} \textit{VD GS}

*Spiced roasted cauliflower* \textit{VV}

*Sauté potatoes* \textit{VV GS}

\textit{~~O~~}

*Pineapple upside-down cake, custard* \textit{VD GE}

\textit{~~O~~}

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 8th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Salad caprese VD

Turkey, white wine and cream sauce, gnocchi, fresh spinach GDSD

A - Spaghetti pomodoro, torn basil, gremolata VVG

Fine beans VV

Broccoli VV

Custard tart VDGE

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 9th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls  VVG S

Cream of parsnip soup  VD SD

Roast cider brined chicken, PH marinade  SD

A - Mixed bean, hazelnut and vegetable steamed suet pudding  VVG N

Croquette potatoes  VVG

Balsamic kale  VVS D

Salted caramel cupcake  VDG E

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 10th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls
Garlic mushrooms

Venison, root vegetable and redcurrant jelly casserole, chive dumplings

A - Squash, lentil and vegan mozzarella strudel, vegetable gravy

Mashed potatoes
Cauliflower cheese

Steamed orange sponge, custard

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 11th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Baked camembert, crudités VD

~~O~~

Beef lasagne, garlic bread GDM

A - Plant based burger
Cheese, aioli, smokey ketchup, baby gem VV SOMG

Lattice fries VVG

Carrots with chives VV

~~O~~

Affogato VDSO

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Saturday 12th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls $vvgs$

Loaded fries
Veggie chilli, cheese, gherkins, BBQ sauce
$vdgso$

Lamb shawarma, flatbread, yogurt dressing, pickles, tomatoes, chilli sauce
$gdso$

A - Tofu, aubergine, green bean and baby corn

Thai green curry
$vvso$

Rice $vv$

Broccoli with garlic $vv$

Hot chocolate fudge gateau, toffee custard
$vdg$

Coffee

$vv$ – Vegan, $v$ – Vegetarian, $g$ – Gluten, $d$ – Dairy, $n$ – Nuts, $s$ – Sesame, $f$ – Fish, $mo$ – Mollusc, $p$ – Crustacean, $c$ – Celery, $m$ – Mustard, $pn$ – Peanut, $e$ – Egg, $l$ – Lupin, $so$ – Soya, $sd$ Sulfur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Sunday 13th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S
Spiced squash soup VSD D

Roast chicken, stuffing, chicken gravy G

A - Almond, pistachio, vegetable and puy lentil cake, cranberry gravy VVN

Roast potatoes VVS D
Peas, beans, cabbage VV
Yorkshire pudding VGD E

Apple crumble, custard VGD

Coffee

VV - Vegan, V - Vegetarian, G - Gluten, D - Dairy, N - Nuts, S - Sesame, F - Fish, MO - Mollusc, P - Crustacean, C - Celery, M - Mustard, PN - Peanut, E - Egg, L - Lupin, SO - Soya, SD, Sulphur Dioxide

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Monday 14th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls vvg s

Sweet chilli squash fritters, Sichuan dipping sauce, cabbage and sesame salad vvsos

~~O~~

Beef, winter vegetable and Guinness pie, chived mashed potatoes gsd e

A - Wild mushroom risotto vd

Roasted aubergines, peppers and courgettes vv

~~O~~

Black Forest gâteau vdg eso

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Tuesday 15th March 2022
Formal Hall

*Warm rolls*  \(VVGS\)

*Flammkuchen*  \(VGDSD\)

~~O~~

*Sticky hoisin and sherry pork belly, wilted pak choi*  \(GSO\ SD\)

A - *Roasted garlic and pinto bean koftas, griddled flatbread, mint dressing, pickled chillis*  \(VVGSDM\)

*Croquettes*  \(VVG\)

*Sautéed cabbage, black pepper*  \(VV\)

~~O~~

*Baked lemon cheesecake*  \(VDGE\)

~~O~~

*Coffee*


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Wednesday 16\textsuperscript{th} March 2022
Formal Hall

\textit{Warm rolls} \textit{VV G S}

\textbf{Caesar salad} \textit{VGDE M}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{~\textit{O}~}

\textbf{Cajun chicken, potato and egg salad} \textit{ESDM}

\textbf{A - Chickpea and spinach massaman curry, poppadum} \textit{VV G}

\textbf{Sticky rice} \textit{VV}

\textbf{Roasted broccoli, chilli} \textit{VV}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{~\textit{O}~}

\textbf{Manchester tart} \textit{VDGE}

\hspace{1cm} \textit{~\textit{O}~}

\textbf{Coffee}


\hspace{1cm}

Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Thursday 17th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVG S

Mushroom pate VGD

~~O~~

Turkey goulash, yogurt biscuit DG

A - Jollof rice, fried plantain, cucumber and lime salad VV

Glazed carrots VV

Parmentier potatoes VV G SD

~~O~~

Belgium waffle

Hot chocolate sauce, whipped cream VDG SOE

~~O~~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens
Friday 18th March 2022
Formal Hall

Warm rolls VVGS

Sticky buffalo chicken wings, chive sour cream
DVSDSO

A - Sticky buffalo cauliflower, chive sour cream
VGDSDO

~O~

Slow-cooked pulled pork, apple compote, braised red cabbage SD

A - Creamy leek and mushroom pie, chive and spring onion shortcrust pastry crust VVGSOSD

Sautéed new potatoes VV

Sugar snap peas VV

~O~

Lemon mousse

Vanilla shortbread VDEGS

~O~

Coffee


Please let a member of the service team know if you have a special dietary requirement as some of our dishes may contain traces of allergens